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A existence of wholeness and purpose are well within our reach--The Art of Abundance outlines ten rules, or practices,
that lay the foundation for a life worthy of living. He argues a life of wholeness and peaceful fulfillment is easily
available to us--we simply need the eyes to see it and the faith to state it. This book can help readers open up their eye
to the unlimited abundance that lies waiting just beyond their current belief program.Whether we&apos; In The Artwork
of Abundance, Jones identifies ten guidelines, or practices that, when followed faithfully, lay the foundation for a life
worthy of living.t know where to search for such a existence.re striving for a new job, an increased salary, or a more
powerful romantic relationship, Dennis Merritt Jones explains in The Art of Abundance that people all essentially need
the same things: freedom, internal peace, and a life filled with purpose and meaning.     The problem is that a lot of
people don&apos; To make each rule as easy to apply as feasible, Jones lays out the premise, the problem, the theory,
the practice, and the payoff of every. These practices assist readers in creating a larger flow of goodness to their
lives--in ways they could have never considered.
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This is a lot more than simply another prosperity book! This is so much more than simply another prosperity book! It is a
deep, methodical and practical dive into the real possibility of abundant living that's available to anyone. It provides a
renewed perspective on how best to live a life of abundance applicable to modern times. In Abundance, he offers
abundantly shared once again his wisdom with me throughout the pages of this amazing offering. For me, The Art of
Abundance is a master course in cultivating the artwork of 100 % pure abundance. The practice is the reader’s
invitation to use the principle of abundance, while the payoff summaries how it serves the reader. I'm only on Chapter 4
but I understand this book is one I will read over and over and see the benefits in my own life and I find out more and
even more. Interspersed throughout each chapter are handpicked quotations that remind me of the cherries of leading
cover, inferring they have been delicately selected to compliment the publication. This wonderful book leads you on an
internal journey to that realization. Great Spiritual Support “In his latest work, The Art of Abundance, Dennis Merritt
Jones brings his decades of experience in all respects of spirituality, personal development and academia to bear upon
this readable and required book. This publication is crucial read. I am so grateful for every and every page. Thank you,
Dennis! The author states how the rules through the entire book are not breaking news; Dr. Dennis Merritt Jones
provides us on a journey to get the abundance already open to us if we take away the self imposed barriers. They've told
you what The Art of Abundance is about, so I'd like to stress the rewards which can be the readers if author Jones' ten
rules are accepted and put on one's lifestyle. I enthusiastically recommend this reserve to my students also to you.
understanding the premise, the problem, the principle, the practice, and the payoff for each rule. Simply brilliant!
Amazing book! I absolutely love this book in the art of abundance. This book is the perfect read. Great As expected A
book that ought to be read by all! The Art of Abundance: Ten Rules for a Prosperous Life is a book that should be read by
all. It contains essential wisdom relating to clarifying the difference between abundance and prosperity that many will
embrace. So well written and filled up with powerful quotations that one may only nod in contract. He's shared his
wisdom with me through the entire pages of his many offerings. I specifically appreciate the poetic and profound
sections within each chapter and the focus of the ‘Power Factors to Personalize. Dennis Merritt Jones did a wonderful
work distilling the essence of abundance into this gem of a book. Overall, that is a delightful publication that is
thoughtfully laid out and claims to impart fantastic pearls of wisdom. I personally experienced many A HA encounters
from the quotes he included. A life of abundance can be done!. The author's encouraging voice shines through every
page, and he obviously didn’t just create this guidebook, he lived it first. Brilliant yet humble motivation. the principles
and laws and regulations are as ancient as the universe itself. Yet, it is how he brings them collectively that captures
the reader’s attention. I’m attracted to the subheadings within each chapter labelled: The Premise, The Problem, The
Basic principle, The Practice and The Payoff. Dennis identifies the issue confronted by many and outlines the principles
of abundance. Love this publication, cover to cover! He affirms that a lifestyle replete with wholeness and fulfilment is
possible to all. In praise of genuine abundance Before writing this critique I read the ones others have posted. And I
emphatically ditto all of them. Awakening the internal wisdom each folks has, he reminds us of our true power..The Art
of Abundance invites the reader to reconnect with the oneness with life. My husband and I read this book together, and
as we used the practical Ten Rules to our own life circumstances we’ve demonstrated some amazing results with
extraordinary ease. By the bucket load, he points to and displays us the way to the discovery and assortment of the
benefits awaiting us in the proverbial pot at the base of the rainbowIn The Art of Abundance, we find out that there
surely is more than gold in that pot at the base of the rainbow, much more. As a teacher of Buddhism's Eightfold Route,
Jones' Ten Rules to Abundance confirms that one must embrace our oneness and make the effort by following sensible
"guidelines" or a realistic "route" if one really wants to minimize life's suffering and frustration, and increase life's
easily available happiness. For me the most powerful aspect of this reserve was that each of the 10 rules or practices is
divided into doable sections;, who aren't necessarily Buddhists, but like most of us, are searching for enlightenment and
joy. The Art of Abundance shows us the way and helps us find both.Anagarika Vimalakirti, BuddhismTeacher.com Another
Helpful Book from Dennis Merritt Jones The Art of Abundance: Ten Rules for a Prosperous Existence, is a book to be
savored. Each chapter is certainly wealthy with wisdom and practices to greatly help the reader to embody that wisdom.
Dennis Merritt Jones weaves a rich tapestry of likelihood and practicality, writing with clarity and enthusiasm.



Prosperity is a sense, a sense of personal, that one can cultivate independent of any external measurements. I would say
there are simply not more than enough superlatives to describe the wisdom (and methods) it includes but that might be
using "not-more than enough" thinking -- so I shall enthusiastically declare I know, moment by minute, energy coupled
with intention is definitely my gift from the Universe, abundantly given. But take it gradually, savor each chapter,
perform the procedures, and reap great rewards. Text Reserve on how best to live a better life After reading this book..
This is not the first book I've go through by this enlightened writer. This really place everything into perspective.Having
browse many of the old classics on prosperity and abundance including: Napoleon Hill, James Allen, Charles Fillmore,
Catherine Ponder and Wallace Wattles, We discover Dennis’ book a refreshing read. it really opened up many doorways
about how to live a more self fulling lifestyle. As a metaphysical author I recommend this book.. Excellent for a class I
used this publication as a class. Dennis Merritt Jones writes obviously, each chapter financing itself to great discussions.
On his internet site he has a structure for classes. My learners and I treasured this book. By venturing outside our
comfort zone and drawing on the 10 rules of abundance, we should come to realise a fresh perspective of lifestyle seen
through the eyes of a larger intelligence. I liked the fact that book was readable and extremely informative. It had been
easy to understand and it helped give me a fresh perspective on Universal concepts that I am in a position to make use
of to manifest a existence of abundance. Many thanks Dennis for continuing to share your work with the world. The book
is strongly suggested He clarifies the words abundance and prosperity. It really is a mindfulness lead. One must see it
first and develop the faith to receive it. Cudo to Dennis to make me think outside the box and in addition outlining a
structured thought provoking summary by the end of each chapter. Prosperity is definitely my acceptance of the
present. I appreciate the delicate dichotomy in the name and subtitle. Dennis invites us to explore ‘art’ through the lens
of “rules” and does it with the skill of a practiced writer and the center of a beloved minister. The ten rules are centred
on increasing one’s awareness to live with a knowledge that abundance is the gift currently given.’ Thank you, Dennis,
for allowing us to keep on this trip with you.” ~ David S. Goldberg, Ph.D., Publisher & Editor Instruction for Spiritual
Living: Research of Mind Magazine
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